THE COMEY COLLEGE OF
PROSECUTORIAL
KNOWLEDGE
This one is for Mary, who sent me the link from
the road. As everyone knows, once you earn your
bones in the Bush DOJ on torture and/or illegal
wiretapping, you get a plum position in the
private world. As Mary has consistently pointed
out, Jim Comey got jumped in to the gang that
couldn’t torture straight when he invoked state
secrets to cover for Larry Thompson and other
malfeasants in the Maher Arar case. For that
fine work, Comey is now General Counsel at
Lockheed Martin Aerospace while Thompson had to
settle for the General Counsel slot at PepsiCo.
But today is about Comey’s current crew,
Lockheed.
The Wall Street Journal has an article out
describing the fine educational possibilities
provided the world community by the American
military-industrial complex:
Lockheed Martin Corp. became the
nation’s No. 1 military contractor by
selling cutting-edge weaponry like the
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.
Its latest contribution to the U.S.
arsenal: training prosecutors in
Liberia’s Justice Ministry.
The U.S. government has hired the
defense contractor to test an emerging
tenet of its security policy. Called
“smart power,” it blends military might
with nation-building activities, in
hopes of boosting political stability
and American influence in far-flung
corners such as Liberia.

Yep, the makers of strike fighters, cruise
missiles and other niceties of global
thermonuclear war, are gonna school up the new

justice class in Liberia. Really, what could go
wrong??
Defense firms are eager to oblige. “The
definition of global security is
changing,” says Lockheed’s Chairman and
Chief Executive Robert Stevens. He wants
the maker of the Air Force’s most
advanced fighters to become a central
player in the U.S. campaign to use
economic and political means to align
countries with American strategic
interests.
Last year, Lockheed had two of its
highest profile programs, the F-22
Raptor fighter and a fleet of
presidential helicopters, ended by the
Obama administration. Now, Lockheed is
one of several defense firms expected to
bid for a State Department contract to
support “criminal justice sector
development programs world-wide,” that
could be worth up to $30 billion over
five years.

Well, that does seem like a promising business
opportunity and, hey, why should Halliburton and
Blackwater/Xe get all the fun and Ferengi
profit?
Morgan Stanley defense analyst Heidi
Wood says Lockheed’s early push into
this realm sets it apart from
competitors. It is too soon to pinpoint
a financial impact, she says, but the
moves will pay off. “It’s a complete
paradigm change.”

Yeah, ya think?? I wonder what kind of homework
the Lockheed law professors assign? Read the
entire WSJ article, it is worth it.
Now, to be fair, Jim Comey is not specifically
referenced in the comprehensive article, but
there is little question but that he is the top
prosecutorial experience Lockheed possesses and,

really, a joint with the history of Liberia
would be the perfect place for former
Bush/Cheney prosecutors to impart their
“special” skills. It could all fit so nicely.

